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Cole To Release New Fiction Series

Author Jeffery Dale Cole to Release First Book in New
Science Fiction Series

OSWEGO, NEWYORK, UNITED STATES, June 6, 2018
/EINPresswire.com/ -- American author Jeffery Dale Cole
will soon be doing an international release of the first
book in his new science fiction series, The Babel
Resurgence. Book One in the series is entitled Emergent
Vision.

For readers who enjoy variety of characters and deep,
philosophical themes, Emergent Vision certainly fits the
bill. As the reader connects with the characters, a journey
of growth begins and they adventure together on a
search for significance, love, and contribution to a cause
greater than themselves.

Cole understands his "purpose as an author is to help
lovers of fiction to see themselves in the characters so
they will not only get an enjoyable and entertaining
escape from the drudgery of life while reading his books
but also gain an introspection into their own stories."

This science fiction series is unique in its concept as well
as its perspective. The series is based on the
premise—taken from the ancient account of the events at the Tower of Babel—that humanity has
unimaginable potential when in a state of unencumbered communication and cooperation. This series
explores the possible reasons why the ancient story has the Creator of humanity confusing their
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language thus stopping them from reaching their potential. It
also imagines what the world will be like once the effects of
the events at Babel are truly reversed.

While an official release date is forthcoming, signed
softcovers, signed hardcovers, and some other rewards are
available now for pre-order. Go to
https://www.jefferydalecole.com/ and click the “Pre-Order
Now” button on the home page.

Pre-order your copy of The Babel Resurgence: Book One—Emergent Vision today.
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